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This land of protests will never produce an IMRAN KHAN again
LEADER OF THE CENTURY 

London , 08.08.2023, 23:06 Time

USPA NEWS - This land of protests will never produce an Imran Khan again*

Who is Shah Rukh Khan, Amitabh Bachchan, Putin, Aamir Khan, Dilip Kumar, Ziaul Haq, King of Qatar, Erdogan, Mahathir, Diana,
Sidhu, Fawad Khan, Trump, Prince William, Taliban, Princess Catherine, Vivian Richard and the world?
There are big journalists and anchors, and who have millions of fans in every country and every city of the world,
but according to the PDM, all of them are PTI Workers.

He has built three world-class hospitals where billions of rupees are being treated for free treatments ,
two universities where thousands of students are getting free education and one of his SIGNATURE is worth billions of rupees.

Did any person or brand of Pakistan get this honor in 76 years?

And we've hit this BRAND ( Imran Khan ) with 200 lawsuits,
350 appearances in two months, and finally an allegedly illegal judgment arresting it for selling a watch to use this amount to help
POORS and Road construction for transportation. 

There is some serious psychological problem with us or we don't know that we have become monsters or psychopaths, far from
justice, humanity, Pakistanis ,
just lost in our lust, greed and ego, psychopaths.

If we do not value this person,
GREAT " IMRAN KHAN " then our end is not far away,
this land will never produce Imran Khan again.

This is how this earth always treats its benefactors.

May Allah be our supporter and supporter and grant us the opportunity to appreciate our benefactors,
Ameen
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